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Abstract

This article reviews psychological strategies that lead to revealing the potential of new business opportunities. One of the most effective means of finding investments is the art of right pitching. The procedure of persuading one to invest into a project is a soft skill with an interdisciplinary approach. One of the factors of successful pitching is choosing the right strategy. This theoretical paper addresses the question by analysing the strategies and psychological factors of a successful pitching process. The purpose of this article is to give the directions of how to build soft skills of pitching in the most efficient way. There has been made an analysis of the recent research in the field of pitching strategies and psychological factors. The findings of this paper show the effectiveness of uniting all the pitching strategies into one and contributes to the practical field of pitching.
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Introduction

Modern entrepreneurial goals are mostly to bring investment into new innovative projects and start-ups. New projects of any type are always a risky and psychologically complicated “to sell”. Psychological strategies of pitching ideas in the right way are the main soft skill which is analysed and studied now by many researchers. This article underlines the main strategies and aspects in the modern range of pitching technics and foundations, while strategies are classified into different categories and types.

There are analytical narrative methods which use the right rhetoric and give an opportunity to get plausibility and resonance (Werven et al., 2019). Additionally, there is a need to analyse the type of investors, there is a need to know the “final customer” and how he or she will react to one or the other chosen strategy (Williams, 2013). Thus, the work for creating the right pitch is not just conducting it in an intrinsic way, but also by getting to know the people one is going to try to persuade. Some investors look for quantitative analysis of the projects before issuing the needed finances, and some are more concentrated on the managerial aspects of a possibly successful project (Mullainathan & Shleifer, 2005). Some investors are looking for well written business plans, registered patents, and created prototypes, which serve as a supporting effect in the pitching process and serve as intellectual capital signals (Krukowski, 2019).

To create the right made-to-measure pitching process for investors, there is need of rigorous linguistic analysis, there is need to understand if to use the right metaphors or to delete them from pitching, seek and find the right level of language complication or simplification and even the syntax, which are all the factors affecting investors’ decisions to go into a new entrepreneurial adventure or to stay away from it (Cunningham, 2010).

The goal of this article is to give entrepreneurs who try to persuade investors to go into their new projects the needed directions of how to build their soft skills of pitching in the most efficient way possible and how to have a stronger effect on the investing audience. It will be proved that even such factors as the acoustic charisma (Niebuhr et al., 2017) are as important as all the other factors to build the perfect puzzle of this entrepreneurial phenomenon called pitching.

The culture of promoting ideas and propositions in the most efficient way as possible is something that has become a new trend in the field of angel investment,

Psychological strategies in the process of pitching

For constructing the right made-to-measure pitching process, it is necessary to put in the spot a line of different aspects of psychological strategies. These strategies force the process of pitching and give effect in the final goal, which is to persuade investors. The range of aspects this article touches upon can be a right business plan, a right linguistics or, as an example, psychologically adapted metaphors.

The subject-matter of such an interdisciplinary approach as pitching is that all the psychological approaches and methods are separated into different disciplines and have different aspects (quantitative, linguistic, etc.). This research tries to unite all the methodology into one theoretically applied instruction. Such a theoretical study will give entrepreneurs a possibility of having a more complex and effective approach to apply. Unfortunately, the entrepreneur who is making a pitch can have a slightly cut strategy. The pitching of such an entrepreneur can be well-prepared from the point of view of visuals and having a great quantitative part of the business plan, but he or she might lack the right linguistic approach. Moreover, such an entrepreneur can have a great linguistic approach, but may forget to prepare the right quantitative analysis for making the right persuasive signal in this field. What this study can prove is that the lack of a complex and comprehensive approach leaves the pitching process half-done and less effective in its strategy and psychological influence on the investor.

To apply psychological strategies in the process of pitching, there is a need to use different research and unite it into one full and systematic strategy. There are very effective studies, specific in their science, which were used in this research, such as
the work of Ruben van Werven, Onno Bouwmeester, and Joep P. Cornelissen, who go into the micro-level rhetoric in their article “Pitching a business idea to investors: How new venture founders use micro-level rhetoric to achieve narrative plausibility and resonance”. Moreover, this article was enriched by the research of the “types” of investors, made by Alexander Williams at the MIT Sloan School of Management. Many useful studies were conducted on this theme by such scientists as Kipp Anthony Krukowski, Luke Pittaway, Laura Cunningham, Sendhil Mullainathan, Andrei Shleifer.

To embrace the understanding of the psychological factor in pitching, there is a need to underline the fact that each persuasion has a multilayer strategy which leads to a psychological effect. There is verbal and non-verbal communication, combined with visuals and a business plan ready to be implemented, also there is the linguistic part of the complexity of persuasion to have right argumentation (quantitative or qualitative) and to give the right signalisation. Thus, to create an instructional and rather practical strategic plan, all the components and how to combine them in the process of pitching an idea need to be mentioned.

First of all, it is urgent to go to the basics and define the “type”, also known as the “personality”, of the investor. Be acquainted with one’s audience and their perception of information is a basic thing to do, i.e., to choose the best psychological strategy to pitch the idea. “Presentation may affect investors with various personality types, so this approach may provide a valuable insight to entrepreneurs seeking venture funds. For example, an entrepreneur’s presentation, relative to the executive summary, will have significantly less influence on an investor who focuses on opportunity over the entrepreneur than it will influence one who focuses more on the entrepreneur” (Williams, 2013, p. 25).

It is essential to use a strategy which will be covering the work with investors before a pitch, during the pitch and presentation of the idea, and also after the pitch assessment. “The results show that it seems plausible that investors have views on the importance of team versus other attributes, such as ideas, markets, and risks, and those ideas manifest themselves in the choices investors make during the abstract review of business documentation. Interestingly, however, during a pitch, venture investors seem sometimes to be unable to disentangle opportunity and team in any coherent and traceable way. In other words, it is essentially impossible to differentiate the content of the pitch from the delivery of the pitch” (Williams, 2013, p. 41).

After defining the psychological picture of the investor and dividing the work with the investor into three different parts (pre-pitch, pitch and after-pitch assessment), there comes the next step, which is modeling the first stage of persuading the investor: business plan development. It is a basic document, which will be written, tested, re-written, composed into the presentation and other visuals, will have its visual, linguistic, and also financial conjecture parts and will be worked through
much before even being presented to the investors. It is the minimum prerequisite before going into a pitching process and it should contain the main points which will be used during a pitch (Cunningham, 2010).

After defining the investor’s personality and preparing the right business plan, the next stage contains the right usage of linguistics, persuasion technics, and the right signalisation towards the investors. “Factors related to the entrepreneur’s style of delivery had the largest influence, despite the tendency of the business angels to attribute their decisions to content-oriented, non-presentational criteria such as the soundness of the business plan, the level of information provided, and clarity of the pitch. This gap between what the investors thought made a difference in their decision and the findings of the study demonstrating that presentational factors had a larger, yet outwardly denied, effect. This demonstrates that there are factors at play on the subliminal level that work in conjunction with persuasion” (Cunningham, 2010, p. 19). The entrepreneur, knowing that there are subliminal factors that affect the decision-making of investors, has to work on his or her pitch from the point of view of charisma (so as to create an effect of passion on the part of the pitching entrepreneur). Charisma, as one study shows, has its characteristics related to the tone of voice and how the pitching entrepreneur is using his/her natural skill of speaking. A tone of voice which is fluent, rich, flexible, firm, sweet, durable, and at the same time deep, full, clear, and flawless, creates a charismatic atmosphere which will make an ultra-effect on the investor (Niebuhr et al., 2017). It is, therefore, advisable to operate with the subconscious factors of investors and create the effect of passion around a given pitching technique. For instance, Cunningham suggests that “Passion is one of the most frequently observed aspects of the entrepreneurial process and is a strong indicator of motivation” (Cunningham, 2010, p. 19).

It is worth operating with the systems of beliefs of the investor. To ask the main question of: What exactly does the investor want out of this investment? What is driving him/her to invest? When developing a psychological strategy for successful pitching, there is a need to go through the understanding of the investor’s personality, development of a good business plan, working with one’s voice and the creation of the “passion and motivation” effect and now it is needed to dig into the ideology of the investor and the belief which is driving him/her towards becoming an investor in any business, the pitcher trying to work with his/her deep personal psychology (Mullainathan & Shleifer, 2005). "More generally, to extract specific predictions of the behavioral model, we make assumptions about beliefs and how they change over time. We propose that people hold in their minds two very different – and often conflicting – systems of beliefs about investing. We can describe these systems as growth (investment as a way to make money) and protection (investment as a way to secure the future). Growth is associated with wealth, independence, enjoyment, and
freedom to do the things one likes. Protection is associated with security, insurance against ill health and poverty, and freedom from adversity. Growth and protection are intimately related to greed and fear as well as to return and risk” (Mullainathan & Shleifer, 2005, p. 8).

When creating a psychological strategy of pitching, it is recommended to take up in advance the work with the content of the pitch. Even by having the best visuals, great voice adaptation and making a full psychological portrait of the investor, it is essential to put the process of investing effort into analysing and preparing the narratives and its content delivered to the investors. The content is made by creating a line of truthful arguments, strongly underlining the positive side of the investment. The pitching process has to come down to the micro-level arguments, giving the picture of the marketing situation, the environment which the product is dedicated to, the management side and other content which can be called solid at this stage of business development (Werven et al., 2019).

One of the strategical things to mention in this research is the existence of different styles and types of pitches. By choosing the right typology for a specific case, it creates margins which allow one to focus on a single scenario, adapted for the given case, and in the right context of the situation. Some of the types mentioned in the studies are “The standard elevator pitch” [which] involves a one-minute proposal that provides an overview of a product or service, a company and a market with an explanation of why it might be attractive to investors”, the “stadium pitch” which involves the idea that you are on a stadium and so to stop people from walking out of there, you have to interest them by different sensational moves and talks, and the last method “is the ‘trade show,’ sometimes called a venture exhibition. Prospective entrepreneurs develop their ability to demonstrate business concepts through a more visual means using prototypes, display boards and media – basically any means through which they can capture the attention of passers-by and get them to talk about the opportunity” (Pittaway, 2010, p. 14).

The above-mentioned types of pitches are beneficial for the right context and situation. In case of being one-on-one in some place and being short of time, an entrepreneur can use the first type of pitching, in case of presenting to an audience he/she can choose the second type of pitching and in case of being at some forum-type convention the entrepreneur can use the third type of pitching. The psychological strategy has to adapt to the situation and to the context and format of the environment in which the pitching is being made (Pittaway, 2010).

The last but not the least in this build-up of a psychological strategy for pitching is the theory of signals and how to apply it in a pitching process. The theory of signals in the process of persuading and trying to affect investors to give the needed capital is an applied method of separating and categorising different types of feelings and
beliefs that the entrepreneur wants to transmit to the investor in an organised and systematic way. Such feelings and beliefs can be undertaken into groups of signals in the area of human capital signals (right organisation of management, for example), social capital signals (diversity, environmentally oriented, etc.), intellectual capital signals (patents, prototypes, business plans, budgeting, etc.), financial capital signals (positive growth, good financial statements, etc.). The quality of the signals is “best described as the linkage of the message being communicated from a signaler to the receiver and the signaler being able to actually carry out the requirements or promises of the message being sent” (Krukowski, 2019, p. 28). This is a thinking exercise which will allow the entrepreneur to underline the messages (signals) he/she wants to pitch to investors and to enforce his or her argumentation skills (Krukowski, 2019).

Pitching psychological strategies are not just an exclusive tool of entrepreneurs, but also the main instrument of the managers in corporations. The tactics of tailoring the speech, framing the issue, managing emotions, choosing the right timing, involving others, adhering to norms, and finally, suggesting solutions, are tactics recommended by Harvard Business Review. Researchers emphasise the urgency of fitting the right tactics in a smart combination and proper approach (Ashford & Detert, 2015).

Pitching techniques are not so new, already in the middle of the 90s with the coming of information technologies, management started to search for different paths of pitching usability and everything involved within this concept and the new technological advances. The matter to be learnt from the past and newest experiences is that any idea or proposition within an organisation has to be studied and subjected to the executing resources in the most tactical way possible. If a communicator wants to succeed in promoting his or her idea, it is important to build up the basics and the values which will be communicated and yet not to forget to be prudent in the manner it is going to be disclosed towards the upstanding directors (Bloomer & Croft, 1997).

Conclusion

Pitching is a very complex task which requires a psychological and strategic approach. To design a good influencing pitch, one has to embrace the vision of all the stages of the pitch and create a symbiosis of different scientific methodologies.

The psychologically effective and strategically though pitching design is separated into different parts, such as:

a. Defining the “type” of investor, so as to understand the personality of the audience.
b. Breaking the pitch into three parts: before pitching, while and after pitching.
c. Creating a good, by all standards, business plan and to use it as a basis for the audiovisuals.
d. Preparing the right tones of voice so as to make a feeling of “passion” and to work on the charisma, i.e., working with the subliminal part of the investors’s understanding.

e. Understanding fully the system of beliefs of the investors and how to use them for persuading in the most efficient way possible.

f. Adding and fulfilling the argumentation with the right content, which will have a stronger effect in combination with other techniques, like adding the micro-level argumentation.

g. Understanding the type of a pitch which is going to be most suitable for the environment and context.

h. Working on defining and adding the right signals which can give the investors the right beliefs regarding the management, social, or any other category of assurance of the investment project.

i. Psychological tactics of pitching are used in a very wide variety of fields, for instance angel investment, management, education, social issues, differentiated industries, marketing, and also science and research.

j. Pitching tactics is not something new, already in the middle of the 90s new information technologies were an important area of discussion and an ideological battlefield for the introduction of the upcoming millennium novelties. Already then pitching tactics were the newborn pushing factors of these innovations. Therefore, with years, pitching became the basic soft skill in the business world. Business accelerators around the world spend hours on teaching young innovators how to pitch, create special meeting events with investors and show them how they have been learning this skill during the boot camp. It is understood that with the years to come, there will be revealing new and more efficient ways to influence investors psychologically to go into a project. Pitching is a new superstar in investment business and there are definitely many things to research and systemise in the near future.
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